Suppliers to the new Renault Talisman

ACOUSTIC ROOF ASSEMBLIES (BIW)
GESTAMP

LICENSE PLATE LAMP
GRUPO ANTOLIN

VALVE STEM SEALS,
FREUDENBERG

GAS HOOD SPRING
STABILUS

PANORAMA ROOF
WEBASTO

HOOD HINGE
EDSCHA

FUEL FILTER
MAHLE

BUMPERS
CARBODY

RADIATOR PLOTS
CIKAUTXO

SIDESHAFTS
GKN DRIVELINE

FRONT BRAKE HOSE
FLEXITECH

CHAIN DRIVE SYSTEM
IWIS

ACTIVE GRILLE SHUTTER
RÖCHLING

ACCELERATOR PEDAL
CTS AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS

TURBOCHARGER [1.6L, 160HP DIESEL]
HONEYWELL

MULTIFUNCTIONAL STEERING WHEEL SWITCH
MARQUARDT

Suppliers wanted! If you are a supplier and have questions or want your information considered for our cutaway features, contact James Clark at automotivenews@supplierbusiness.com or visit www.supplierbusiness.com
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Specialty gaskets (exhaust system)
ELRINGKLINGER

Retractable luggage cover
BOS AUTOMOTIVE

Cable channels (interior)
HELLERMANNYTON

Active rear steering
AISIN

Tailgate skin
PLASTIC OMNIUM

Fuel cap actuator
U-SHIN

Spindle drive
BROSE

Fluid tubing
DELFINGEN

Rear shocks
TENNECO

Crankshaft
CIE AUTOMOTIVE

Transmission shafts
HIRSCHVOGEL

Transmission bearings
LUK

Seat fabrics
JOHNSON CONTROLS

Body structural bonding
DOW AUTOMOTIVE

Hydraulic chassis bushings
TRELLEBOG VIBRACOUSTIC

Electronic climate control (blackbox)
BEHR-HELLA THERMOCONTROL

IHS AUTOMOTIVE
SupplierInsight